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The purpose of this paper is to give a condition under which the unio~l of two Gem- 
bed.ded subsets of a space X is C-embedded in X, LF~ apply it to obtain a holmotopy ex- 
tension theorem stating that a pair (X, A) of spaces k~ the homotopy extension property 
with respect to a separable tech complete ANR for metric spaces iff n is C-embedded in 
x. 
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C-embedding homotopy extension property 
colllectionwise normal 
Throughout his paper by a space we shall denote a topological sp,acc. 
Let A and B be C-embedded subsets of a space X. Then the union A 13 13 
is not necessarily C-embedded inX. In [ 121 it was shown that if both A 
and B are zero-sets of x’, then A w B is C-embeddetl inX. In view of ,these 
results we shall establish, in Section 2 below, a sufficient conditiori for 
C-embedding of the union A w B which is weaker than the above and is 
indeed a necessary condition in case both A Knd B are closed in A U E?. 
Our condition may be used to improve the result .mentioned above; name- 
ly we shall prove that either A or B being a zero-set of X is still a suffit- 
cient condition for C-embedding of A u B. 
Let I 3e the closed unit interval [O, l] in the real line. Let (X, A) be 
a pair of a space X and its subset A, and Y another space. Then (X, A) 
is said to have the homotopy extension property (abbreviated by I-IEP) 
with respect o Y if every continuous map 
can be extended over x’ X I. 
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As is well known, Dowker [S] generalized Rorsuk’s homotopy exten- 
sion theorem f3] as follows: 
If X X I is normal and Al is closed in X, then (X, A) has the 
respect o every separable Tech complete ANR. 
(Throughout his paper by an ANR or AR we mean an ANR or AR 
for metric spaces.) On the other hand, quite recently one of the authors 
[ 121 has proved that ti.is result of Dowker holds even under a weaker 
assumption that A be a C-embedded subset of a topological space X (see 
Theorem 3.6 below). 
This result and our work in Section 3 combine to give a solution to 
tJhe homotopy extension problem with respect o an arbitrary separable 
Cech compleite ANR. Indeed, we have 
Theorem 3.7’. kt A be a subset of a space X. Then the following con- 
ditions are equivalent. 
(a) A isl C-embedded in X. 
(b)XX Bud4 X YisC- embedded in X X Y for every compact me- 
tric space Y and its closed subset B. 
(e) X X (0) u A X I is C-embedded in X X I. 
(61) (X, A) has the I-IEP with respect to every tech complete separable 
ANR. 
Similarly ih will be shown that (X, A) has the HEP with respect o 
every tech complete ANR iff A is P-embedded inX (for the definition 
of P-embedding cf. Section 2 below). 
1. For the convenience of’ the reader we shall first recall some of the 
basic properties of normal oj?en covers. 
ma 1.1. An open cover c-j’a space X is normal iff it admits a locally 
finite cozero-set cover of X as its refinement. iI 
This can be found in [ 10, Theorem Z.2]. 
ln2. j1 normal open cow $j Jlas a normal open cover wJ?ich is a 
IL a I .3. For any local@ j’rtrzite cozero-set cover 
of a space X there is a zero-set ccwr 
{I-$& i a E a) 
of X such that F& C Go for each cy E CL 8 
emmas I e 1 and 1.2 there is a locally fmite cozero-set * 
cover sllc of X which is a star-refinement of Q. Let us put 
Fa =X - St(X - G&,81) for eachcu E \Q. 
Then {F, 1 ar E 52) has the desired properties described in the lemma. 
2. As is well known, a subset A of a space X is said to be P-embedded 
(resp. C-embedded) in X if every bounded real+aluec;i (resp, real-valued) 
continuous function on A can be extended over X. 
In this section we shah first discuss C*-embedding of the union A u B 
for C*-embedded subsets At and B in a space X. 
The following lemma is an improvement of ! 1, Corollary 3.81. 
Lemma 2.1. A subset S of a space X is Weanbedded in X iJf for every 
finite cozero-set cover 36 of S there exists a Jinite cozero-set cover V oj 
X such that V 17 S is a refinement of 94, where . 
Proof. To prove the ‘“only if” part, let 9! = {U,, . . . . Un} be a finite co- 
zero-set cover of S. Then by Lemma 1.3 there is a zero-set cover 
(F 1, . . . . F,) of S such that Pi (1 Uf for each i. Since S is P-embedded 
in ;Y, there exist disjoin,t zerosets Ai and Bi in X such that Ai 3 Fi ZIII~ 
Bi 3 S - Vi for i = 1, a.., n. L<t US put 
for each i, Then (V,, . . . is a 
?c .Since ihe V” is proved in [ 3 , Th;e;;rern j, 
is completed. Cl 
Let A and B Vwmbedded in a sp 
wy % of X the coyer 
maof. Let Q be a finite cozero-set cover of A w &Then by Lemmas 1.1 
and 1.2 there exists a kite cozero-set coves $l of A U 43 which ii: a star- 
refinement of 9. Since each of A and B is C*-embedded, by Lem.ma 2.1 
theze exists a finite cazero-set cover Y of X such.that each of 3E r7 A 
and % f~ B refines R. By the assumption of the theorem the cover 
{X-&L--B, UIUnAnB#~~,UECU} 
is refined by a finite cozero-set cover V of X. 
Let us put W = (U n V I U E %, ?f E c27 ). Then W is %t finite cozero- 
set cover of X. Let U in ?c satisfy U n A n 3 + (i!h Then each of U CI A 
and U n B is contained in HI and H, of W respectively and therefore 
we have 
Un~AuR)cH,uH,cSt(H,,~)cG 
for some G in 9. 
Thus we can conclude that ckl n (A U &) refines 8. Hence by Lemma 
2. I A u B is V-embedded in X, and this completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.2. 0 
1. 3 
For the converse of Theorem 2.2, we have the following theorem. 
Theo.rem 2.3. Let .A and I3 be subsets ofa space X which are closed in 
A U .B. If A U B is P-embedded in X, then for any normal open cover . 
Q oj*X the cover 
{X-AJ-4, UWnAnB#(4,Ucz?l} 
?CW.J ‘“.?Q a normal open cover as its refinement. 
Proof. Let 5Y be a normal open cover of X. Then by Lemma 1.3 there 
exist a locally f?nil:le cozero-set cover V = ( V8 I X E A), a cozero-set 
cover {HA 1 X E .A’) and a continuous map fk : X + I for X E A such that 
c13 refines Q! and 
fc ) ;i 0 if-xc HA, 
X.x = I 1 
I 
ifxEX - ‘J 
A’ 
No-w, suppose t11.ar E-h - St(A n B, 99) =Pr @ for some X E A. Then we 
hi;,~r! vx n A i7&.@. Letusdefineanr;;g, :A w &+Ibyg, IA=f, . . 
and g, I B = 1; thm g, is a single-valued continuous function on 1~f u B 
since fh = 1 on A n B and each of A and B is closed in ,A u B. By the as- 
sumptign of the theorem, there is an extensiomi h, : X -+ I of g,. Then 
we hart 
/Q(X) = 
i 
0 ifxEH,fU, 
1 ifxEH,nB. 
Next, let us define two cozero-s?ts H,,l and H, 
9 
2 by 
WJ = tHAII, HA,2 IHA -St(~4nB,W)#Q),J&A} 
Then it is easy to see that W is a locally fi.nite cozero+et cover (and SO 
a normal open cover by Lemma 1.1) of X ,which is a refinement of 
{X-A,X-B,U{UnAnBzQ,UE?C’)‘. 
This completes the proof. El 
Remark 2.4. The.assumption i Theorem 2.3 that A and B be closed in 
-4 u .B is essential. Indeed, even when both ,A and B are C*-embedded, 
Theorem 2.3 without that assumption fails to be valid as will be shown 
by the following example. 
Example 2.5. For any ordinal number ~2 let W(a) be the set of all ordinals 
less than ot with the interval topology. Let 
x= W(q + l), A = W(q), B = (WI). 
Then each of A 2nd B is C*-embedded in X and so is A u B since 
4 U B = X. If Theorem 2.3 were true for these sets A and B, thein 
(,U - A, X - B} would be refined by a finite cozereset cover, which 
contradicts the fact that B is not a zero-set. 
For the case of A and B being non-closed subsets,, we have t’ 
ing 
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Cor4Basjr 2,6. iLet A aigd B be P-embedded subsets of Q SULKS X. T~OI 
A u B is &:*-embedded in X iff 
(I) for any finite normal cover ?k of X the cover 
~X-clA,X-C1B,U~UnC1ArrC1B#~,U~~} 
is refined by a normal open cover of X; 
(2) A u B is C*-emb!edded in Cl(A u B). 0 
Rermark 2.7. Let A. and B be any subsets of a completely regular T1-space 
X. Then, similar to the proof of [9, Theorem 23 and its remark, our 
coTrdition in Theorem 2.2 requidng that for any finite normal open 
cover CEC of X the cover 
has a normal open cover as its refinement is equivalent to requiring that 
Cl&A n B) = Cl,A n Cl&3. 
From this it is readily seen that this condition tQsether iprith the C*-em- 
bedc.ability of A and B implies (2) in Corollary 2.6. 
P/e shall now prove the following theorem. 
Thsorem 2.8. Let A and 93 be C-embedded subsets in a space X. Then 
tlzs union A u B is C-embedded in X iff it is C*-embeddl?d in X. 
Proof. We shall prove the X’if” part since the “only if”’ part is obvious. 
Let 2 be a zero-set which is disjoint from A 1~ B. Since each of A and B 
is C-embedded, by [ 8, Theorem 1.181 there exist zero-s&s Z, and 2, 
such that 
Zz ,7 B, z, (7 z = $3. 
Let us put 23 = 2, u 2,. Then 2, is a zero-set which contains A U B 
and :is disjoint from 2. Therefore A w B and 2 are completly separated. 
Thus by [ 8, Theorem 1.181 A u 3 Is (I-embedd,?d. This completes the 
proof. Cl 
Let III be an infinite cardinal number. 
A subset .14 of a space X is said to be P”-embe,dded in X if for every 
locally finite rsozero-set lover fu of A of ca.rdina!lity -GIII there’ exists a 
locally finite cozero-set cover c13 of X such that 3 is refined by V n A. 
When A is PI”‘-embedded for every HI, A is said to be P-embedded inX 
(Shapiro [ 141). 
Gantner [ ‘71 proved that for a subset .d of a space X, A is P”o-embed- 
ded in X iff A is C-embedded inX. 
Analogous to Theorem 2.8, we have 
Theorem 2.9. Let A and B be Pm-embedded srlbsets g; a space X. Then 
the following are equivlaleut. 
(1) A u B is Pm-embedded in X. 
(2) A u B is C-embedded in X 
(3) A u B is C*-embedded in x . 
Proof. We shall prove (2) + (1) stice (1) + (2) is obvit-)us and (2) ++ (3)i 
follows from Theorem 2.8. Assume that A U B is C-embedded ik X, and 
let % be a locally finite cozero-set cover of A U B of cardinality 6 nt , 
Since A u B is C-embedded, for every U E V there is a cozero-set o( of 
X such that D n (A u B) = U. On the other hand, since each of A and 
B is Pm-embedded, there exists a locally finite cozero-set cover Bc of X 
such that each of 9!n A and 5Z n B refines Zc . For any H E 9y with 
H f~ ac% + Qa, choose UH E Chili so that H n A c li;; and put Vjtr = H n CfH- 
Let us put 
V,=(VHU3ER,HnAz@}3 
Then VA is a locally finite collection of cozero-sets of X which covers A, 
and VA n (A U B) refines %. Similarly we COINbUG’~i V, for B. 
Let us put 
Then K is a cozero-set which contai:ns A L;’ ,B. Since A w B is IC-embedded 
in 3Y, there exists a cozero-set L such that & n (A LI B) = @ and IY u L = X. 
Finally, let us put cz1= (L ) u VA u VI,. Then ~1)3 is a locdly finite 
cozero-set cover of X such that V n (A u B) refines Q a Hence ,4 U B 
is Pm-embedded in X. Thus the proof of Theorem 2.8 is completed. EI 
Now, as an application of Theorem 2.9 we prove the fol1owir.g the* 
rcrn which wae mentioned lin the introduction. 
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. Let A arzd B be P-embedded subsets of X. If one of A 
-set ofX, then the union A U B is P”‘-embedded. 
roof. Let 2 be a finite cozero-set cover of X and assume that A is a 
zero-set of X. Then the set 
G=(X-A)w {UIU~A~B+~,UE~CI 
is a cozero-set which contains B. Since B is C-embedded, there is a co 
zero-set H such that 
HnB=Q), HuG=X. 
This implies that {X-A, H, U [ U n A n B # (9, U E 3c ) is a finite co- 
zero-set cover of X and hence a normal open cover of X, which refines 
(X-&LB, U~UnAnB+$9J.Q5u)i 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.2 A u 8 is C*-embedded, and so, by Theorem 
2.9, Pm-embedded in X. Thus our proof is completed. 0
For the case of C*-embedding, a theorem analogous to Theorem 2.10 
does not hold. 
Example 2.11. Let us put 
x=W(w,+l)XPN-wlx(PN-N), 
A = W(w,)x (@N-N), 
B=qXN. 
Then A-4 is a P-embedddtl zeroset and B is a C*-embedded closed set of 
X bud: A w 43 is not C*-embedded inX. 
3. IIn this section some further applications will be shown. 
Tht: following lemma is proved in [ 21. Here we shall give our own 
Iproof 
ma. 3.1. Let A be a subset of a space X, and Y a non-empty compact 
Hat&orf;f space with we,igh t G m. Z’hen A )( Y is Pm-embedded in X X Y 
ij7.A is “‘-embedded in X. 
et A be a Pm-em bedded subset of X and a locally finite co- 
zero-set cover of A X 3, 
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there exists a lot ly fmite cozero-set cover ‘9.9 =
card < III such that, for a suitable collection { 
cozero-set covers of Y, the collection (VA X FV I W E 
normal open cover of A X Y which refines % . 
in X, there exists a locally finite cozero-set cov 
W 17 A refines V. Let H be in R and H n A + (8, and choose T/,tHj~ V 
so that 5 n A c V& 
Q={Hx YIHnA=Q,H~%j 
Then 9 is a locally finite cozero-set cover of X X Y such t:hat Q n (AX Y) 
refines Cu. Therefore A X Y is Pm -embedded in X X Y. 
Since the %nly if” part is easily verified, this compleks the proof of 
Lemma 3.1. CI 
The following theorem gives a new characterization of C-embedding. 
Theorem 3-2. Let A be a subset of a space .X. Tken the following are 
eyuivalen t. 
(I) A is C-embedded in X. 
(2) X X B u A X Y is C-embedded irz X X Y for every compact me- 
tric space Y and its closed set B. 
(3) X X (0) u A X I is C-ernbedded in X X I. 
Proof. (1) + (2). Since A is C-embedded inX, A X Y is C-embedded in
X X Y Sy Lemma 3.1. On the other hand, X X B is a zero-set of X X Y, 
and by [ 13, Lemma 5.61 it is also C-embedded inX X Y. Therefore by 
Theorem 2.10 X X B 1J A X Y is C-embedded inX X Y. 
(2) + (3). Obvious. 
(3) + (1). Let ?c = {Ui 1 i E N) be a countable cozero-set cover of A, 
where N denotes the set of positive integers. Let us put 
CII={viX(f,l]IiEN)U{XX(O}uAX [O,Q)}. 
Then it is easy to see that each element of V is a cozero-set of 
X X (0) u A X I and 39 covers X X (0) u A X 1. 
Since X X (0) u A X I is C-embedded inX X I, there exists a locally 
finite cozero-set cover W of X X I such that W n ( 
refines V. Therefore if we put WI = 99 n (X X ( 
nite cozero-set cover of X X { 1) such that 
The following lemma is proved in [ 121. 
Lemma 33. Let A be a subset of a space X. Then A is Pm-embedded in 
X iff fbr avy &x91 complete AR Y with weight < III every continuous 
map f : A -+ Y can be exte;&ed over X. CI 
As for P”‘-embeddirig, we have the following analogous characteriza- 
tion. 
meorem 3.4. Let A be Q subset of a space X and m an infinite cardinal 
number. Then the following are equivulent. 
(I ) A is Pm -embedded in X. 
(2) X X B i3 A >c Y is Pm-embedded ;~r X X Y for every compact 
Hausdorff space Y with weight < itI (snd its closed set B. 
(3) X X (0). U A X I is Pm-embedded in X X I. 
Proof. (1) + (2). First let us n+ote that X X B is Pm-embeddc.! in X X Y. 
By Lemma 3.3 this can be proved in a manner similar to the proof of 
[ 13, Lemma 5.61. 
Since A X Y is Pm -embedded in X X Y, by Theorem 2.9 we have 
only to prove that X X B U A X Y is C*-embedded inX X Y. Let Cu 
be a finite cozero-set cover of X X Y, and let us put 
Then G is a cozero-set of X X Y, and so there is a continuous map 
f’ : X >( Y -+ I such that 
G = W, Y) I f(x, Y) > 0). 
Restricting f to X X B, we define a map fi : X + I as follows: 
f ‘fx) = inf(f(x, y) 1 y E B) 
for x E X’. 
Since the projection map from X X B onto X is open and closed, by 
[(s] fi is continuous. If we put 
H = {x I j’(x) > 01, 
then H is a cozero-set of X sucks that 
AXBcHxBeG. 
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On the other hand, since A is C-embedded in X, there is a cozero-set tV 
of X szh that 
kt J7 w=@, w u H = X” 
Let us put 
M=Wx YUG. 
Then M is a cozero-set containing X X I?. Since X X 3 is C-embedded 
in X X Y, th2re is a cozero-set L of X X Y such that 
. 
LnXxB=@, LuM=Xx Y. 
This shows that the: cover 
is a finite corer+set cover of X X Y which refines 
Thus, by Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 2_2 X X B U A X Y is C*-embedided 
inX X Y. 
(2) + (3). Obvious. 
(3) + (1). This can be proved In a similar manner to (3) -p (1) in 
Theorem 3.2. Thus our proof is completed. 0
Ccxollary 3.5. For a subset A of a space X, the foIlowing are equivaknt. 
( 1) A is P-embedded in X. 
(2) X X B W A X Y is P-embedded in X X Y for every comp’act 
Hausdorff space Y and its closed set B. 
(3) X X (0) w A X 1 is P-embedded in X X I. Cl 
Recently in [ 121 one of the authors has proved the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.6. Let Y be a tech complete 
a subset A of’s space X is Pm-embedded, 
respect to Y, Cl 
ANR .Lrbrhich has weight < m . If 
then (X, A) has the HEP with 
Combining this result with Theorem 3.4, we hawe the following 
theorerm which gives a solutivn to the homotopy extension problem 
with respect o an arbitrary Cech complete ANR. 
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e&em 3.7, Few 4 subset A of a space X the fallowing are equivalent. 
(1) A is Pm-embedded in X: 
(2)Xx BuA >( Yis ‘%mbedded in X X Y for every compact 
Hausdorff space Y with ight < :II and its closed set B. 
(3) X X (U) kl A X P is Pm-embedded in X X L. 
(4) (X, A) has the with respect to el’ery ANR 
, with weight II~‘ 
+ (3) 
a technique 
a direct + (4) 
X (0) u A X I is Pm-embedded in X X I. Let 
Y be a tech complete NR which has weight < w1 and 
f:Xx{O}uAxI+Y 
any continuous map. Then there is a Banach space .!I containing Y such 
that the closed convex hull 2 of Y in L has weight < M and Y is closed 
in 2. Since Z is an AR, there is an open set U in 2 :,uch that Y is a re 
tract of 0, and by Lemma 3.3 f can be extended to a continuous map 
Since U is a cozero-f 9 of Z, g - i (U) is also a cozero-set of X X I con- 
taining A X I, and 31 :ince, ;as is shown in the proof of Theorem 3.4, 
there exists a cozero-set B of X such that 
AxIcBxIcg-l(U). 
Since A is C-embedded inX by Theorem 3,2, there is a continuous map 
@ :: X + I such that 
h : X X I + Z by 
h(x, t) = g(.q @(x)0 I .’ for (x, t) E X x I. 
Then ?t is continuous and it is easy to see that h coincides with f on 
.X X {O} w A X I and maps X X I into U. Clearly the composite 
ro k X I + Y of h and a retraction r: U+ is an extension off. 
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g’hus (X, A) has the HEP with respect o Y,, and the proof is completed. 
tc,, Theorem 3.7 takes the form of Theorem 3.7’ which 
entioned in the introduction. 
y our Theorem 3.7 and a well known result of Dowker [4] normal- 
ity and collectionwise normality are newly characterized ails follows. 
core ce X is normal iff for every closed set A of X (X, A) 
has the HEP with respect to an arbitrary separable tech complete ANR. 
Theorem 3.10. A space X i!s collectionwise normal iff for every dosed 
set A of X (X, A) has the MEP with respect to an arbitrary 8ech com- 
plete ANR. 
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